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Abstract—Communication architectures conceived for Shared
Haptic Virtual Environments (SHVEs) are based on either the
client-server or the peer-to-peer paradigms. High-rate rendering
and communication between collaborating users quickly leads to
performance bottlenecks, if the virtual environment’s size and
complexity or the number of collaborating users increases. We
propose a decentralized communication architecture for SHVEs,
which exploits areas of interest (AoI) of a user to dynamically
form smaller communication groups. High-rate information exchange following the client-server paradigm is used within these
groups to support satisfactory haptic collaboration and consistency. A single group member is selected to simulate the object
states and to relay this state to the other group members. Peerto-peer inter-group communication is also used, based on spatial
proximity, to further reduce the overall communication load. We
implemented a prototype based on our proposed architecture and
present some first evaluation results. They serve as a proof-ofconcept and show the effectiveness of dynamic group maintenance
in conjunction with additional traffic control schemes.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Integrating the haptic modality into computer applications
is a relatively new, but quickly growing research area. The development of sophisticated force feedback devices pushes the
research on computer haptics algorithms, used for rendering
interaction forces with virtual objects [1]. The ability to touch
and physically interact with virtual objects enables several
interesting new applications, e.g., in the area of telepresence
systems, education, training, assembly simulations, scientific
data visualization or entertainment [2].
Several challenges in the area of computer haptics are
inferred from the inherent exchange of energy between the human controlling the haptic device and the virtual environment
(VE). The user commonly manipulates a virtual probe through
the haptic device. Collisions between this probe and the objects
in the VE are detected at runtime and interaction forces are
rendered accordingly. Hooke’s Law F = k · d, where k is
the object’s stiffness and d the penetration depth of the probe
into the virtual object, is commonly used for this purpose [3].
Thus, a control loop between the virtual environment and the
human controlling the haptic device is closed. Stability of this
loop and the high temporal resolution of the human haptic
perception system require a high haptic update rate of about
1kHz to achieve high-fidelity force-feedback. Algorithms used
for collision detection, force rendering and physics simulation
are hence time-constraint, as only 1 ms is available for their
computation. Although suitable algorithms have been proposed
in the literature (an overview can be found in [3]) increased

complexity of the virtual environment leads to computational
bottlenecks in the rendering pipeline.
In Shared Haptic Virtual Environments (SHVEs), several
users can collaboratively manipulate and interact with virtual objects. The incorporation of the haptic modality leads
to an improved sense of togetherness between collaborating
users [4]. Moreover, advances in communication infrastructure
like the Internet enable haptic collaboration between globally
distributed users. Current research in the area of SHVEs
investigates mainly small virtual worlds in terms of spatial
size, as well as number of participating users. SHVEs with
hundreds of collaborating users, however, will become feasible,
if affordable end-user haptic devices are available. Massively
multiplayer online games (MMOGs) including haptic force
feedback, for example, are an interesting future application.
However, the afore-mentioned requirements for stable and
high-fidelity haptic rendering in virtual environments impose
severe challenges on the underlying communication architecture for SHVEs regarding scalability and consistency.
The decentralized architecture proposed in this paper is
based on dynamically built communication groups. These
groups are built according to the user’s current area of interest
(AoI) to reduce the overall communication load. The concept
of AoI is adopted from research on MMOGs and is based on
the idea that communication and consistency constraints between users can be alleviated according to their spatial distance
in the virtual world. We consider two different AoIs (haptic
and visual) to avoid the transmission of unnecessary update
information. This concept is especially promising for SHVEs,
as high-rate information exchange is needed only between
haptically collaborating users. Note that haptic interaction with
deformable objects is a challenging research area itself [5] and,
thus, we focus on rigid objects in this work.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section II we explain different communication architectures
for SHVEs commonly used in the literature, followed by a
short review of relevant traffic control schemes in Section III.
In Section IV we describe the proposed communication architecture in detail. Our prototype as well as some first evaluation
results are presented in Section V and Section VI. Finally, we
summarize and conclude with planned directions for future
work in Section VII.
II.

C OMMUNICATION A RCHITECTURES FOR SHVE S

A client-server architecture, referred to as Consistency
Client-Server Architecture throughout this paper, with local

force rendering at the clients and a centralized physics engine
running on the server to simulate the state of all objects in
the VE is often used in related literature (e.g. in [6], [7], [8]).
Herein, a local database is maintained at each client, storing
the current state of the complete virtual environment. It is
used to render the visual scene as well as interaction forces
between the haptic device and the VE locally at the clients.
The objects’ state, calculated by the physics engine on the
server, is transmitted to the clients to update these databases.
The centralized physics engine has the advantage of being the
only entity in the distributed application calculating the object
state and, thus, ensures consistency between the users.
The centralized server constitutes a single point of failure
and bottleneck, as it simulates the object state for all clients.
Fully distributed applications, based on the peer-to-peer (P2P)
communication paradigm, can also be conceived to build
SHVEs (e.g. in [9], [10]). Each user transmits the device state
to every other user and renders the VE’s state completely
independently by means of a locally deployed physics simulation. In presence of communication delay, however, every user
will use outdated information about the other users’ device to
simulate the VE’s state. As a result, the distributed object state
databases will become inconsistent. Consistency maintenance
schemes, as for example proposed in [10], need to be applied
to resolve this issue. Although the communication with a
centralized entity is avoided, a fully-meshed P2P network
is necessary in a naive implementation as every user needs
to exchange information with every other user. Hespanha et
al. [11] introduced the concept of object ownership to share
the computation and communication load between users. Every
object is constantly owned by only one user, responsible for
simulating this object’s state. Then, based on spatial proximity
of objects in the VE, communication groups with frequent
information exchange are built. In our proposed architecture,
object ownership can also roam between users to avoid the
burden of simulating an object state a user is currently not
interested in.
Several dedicated simulation servers, distributed across the
communication network are used in [12]. Whenever a user
wants to interact with an object, the server with the lowest
communication delay is asked to simulate the object state.
If the object is already simulated by another server, the user
is redirected to this server. Thus, smaller client-server architectures are dynamically built and the object ownership can
roam between the dedicated servers. These servers continually
synchronize each other by means of direct server-to-server
communication. Our proposed architecture also builds clientserver architectures dynamically, however, without the use of
dedicated servers. Although the purpose of the communication
architecture in [12] is to serve only a small group of users,
scalability can be achieved by increasing the number of
dedicated servers.
Traditionally, MMOGs follow the same approach to
achieve scalabilty [13]. Research, however, focuses more on
P2P application-layer overlay networks and the exploitation of
spatial proximity of users in the virtual world to reduce the
communication load [14]. Compared to traditional MMOGs,
SHVEs put more severe requirements on the communication
delay and update rates between collaborating users due to the
afore-mentioned physical interaction of the human with the

VE. Only seven update packets per second per user need to
be transmitted, for example, in the game investigated in [13].
In contrast, on the forward channel of a telepresence and
teleaction system, which is comparable to the transmission of
the users’ device state in SHVEs, about 100 velocity/position
packets are necessary, even with lossy perceptual data reduction applied [15].
III.

T RAFFIC C ONTROL

Due to the high update rate of commonly 1kHz in haptic
applications and the resulting high packet rates, different traffic
control schemes to reduce the communication load on the
network are proposed. The update rate from the centralized
consistency server to the clients is adjusted according to the
current network conditions in [6] by simply dropping packets
to avoid congestion in the network. In [8], haptic media units,
meaning device position and object states, are assigned with
priorities based on their predictability and loss effect. These
priority values, together with the monitored network state, are
then used to drop update packets eventually. Prediction of
object states is used at the clients in both schemes to absorb
missing state updates. Prediction of missing state updates is
also one of the key concepts used in dead reckoning (DR),
a method to reduce update packets in distributed simulations [16]. The entity issuing state updates, e.g. the aforementioned consistency server, implements the same prediction
method as the receiving entities in the simulation. New updates are only triggered if the error between the real state
and the predicted state exceeds a threshold. This threshold
has to be defined carefully according to the VE’s haptic
rendering parameters, e.g. the object’s stiffness, to achieve
haptic transparency in SHVEs adopting the Consistency ClientServer architecture. If users are in contact with an object
and the object’s state is updated suddenly, they will feel a
sudden change in force feedback. The dead reckoning approach
proposed in [7] dynamically adapts the error threshold to keep
these force changes below human perception limits.
The transmission of the device state in SHVEs has gained
less attention. Perception-based data reduction schemes for
TPTA systems, e.g. the deadband approach presented in [15],
or the afore-mentioned dead reckoning approach can be used
to control the number of device state updates (position and velocity) in a similar way as used on force samples, respectively
object state updates.
IV.

H YBRID C OMMUNICATION A RCHITECTURE

Our proposed communication architecture is a fully distributed P2P architecture, wherein spatial proximity in the
virtual world is used to dynamically form groups and to reduce
the overall communication load. We define the Visual AoI and
the Haptic AoI in order to adapt the update rates between
peers in three levels. If users are far away of each other in
the VE and out of any AoI, updates are sent at the minimum
rate. If they are close enough (the Visual AoIs are intersecting) the update rate is increased to provide a better visual
reference at the other peers. As soon as they are close to each
other (Haptic AoIs are intersecting), haptic interaction with
shared objects is likely to occur and communication groups
are formed. State information is exchanged frequently within
these groups to support high-fidelity haptic interaction between
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Fig. 1. Proposed communication architecture: (a) High-level design with dynamic groups, high-rate intra-group and low-rate inter-group communication.
Selected master users are coloured. (b) Example for intra-group communication of the group with users A,B,C and objects 1,2,3. (c) Inter-group communication
between master users.

users. Although our approach does not use a dedicated server, it
is a hybrid architecture as every group acts like a small clientserver architecture with only one peer simulating the state of all
objects contained in the group. Besides using spatial proximity
and AoIs to avoid unnecessary update packets, dead reckoning
is used to further reduce the update rates between peers. The
basic communication principles are explained in the following.
A. High-level overview
A high-level overview of the distributed haptic application
is shown in Figure 1a. There are eleven users (A-K) and
eight objects (1-8). Every user maintains a complete copy of
the virtual environment. Several communication groups are
formed dynamically, which might differ in the number of
participants. While there are 5 users in the group at the topright, there is also a single-user group at the bottom-left. A
master user acts like the centralized server in the Consistency
Server Architecture described in Section II. Every participating
peer is equipped with a local physics engine, which is activated
only for the master users to simulate the objects owned by the
group. In Figure 1a, for example, user C calculates the state
for objects 1, 2 and 3 depending on his own and the received
device state from users A and B. This virtual object state is
then sent back to A and B. A consistent VE state is guaranteed
as only one physics engine is running within a group.
Special considerations need be taken into account regarding
the master node selection. As it simulates the virtual world
partially, it needs to be powerful enough to run the physics
simulation within the time constraint of 1ms given by the
haptic loop. Additionally, its communication link should be
capable of serving high update rates. The most important
criteria for realistic haptic interaction, however, is the communication delay to other group members and, thus, should
be the prioritized metric. For simplicity, we select the peer
with the highest ID as the master in our current prototype.
Master selection algorithms are subject to future work and
research related to general P2P networks can be adopted for
this purpose [17]. Additionally, groups need to be split if a
master becomes overloaded.
Object ownership can change at runtime. If, for example, a
group moves away from an object, the master user dispenses

the ownership as soon as the object comes to rest, by triggering
a control message to the other master users including an event
notification and the latest object state. Thus, also objects that
are currently not owned by any master user are possible, e.g.
the objects 7 and 8 in Figure 1a. The next group approaching
such an object will take over the ownership, again by triggering
a control message.
Users as well as objects can freely move within the virtual
world and, thus, groups have to be maintained dynamically.
Master users need to be aware of the positions of other
users close to them. This is ensured by updates transmitted
between group masters, however, at a lower rate compared to
the intra-group communication. Users form a group, if their
Haptic AoIs are intersecting. Special attention needs to be
drawn to users moving along the group border, as several
successive merge and split operations could be initiated. We
apply some form of hysteresis as a countermeasure in our
prototype and use slightly different distance thresholds for
both actions. If two groups approach each other, they form
a new bigger group by selecting a new master. The size of a
single group is constrained by the capabilities of the selected
master user. In the MMOG in [13] the group size is limited to
10. However, due to communication and computation demands
of a distributed haptic application, group size limitations for
SHVEs, depending on the type of application, need to be
investigated in the future.
B. Intra-group communication
The object states (position, velocity, rotation, rotational
velocity) are simulated only at the selected master user and
relayed to the other group members to update the local object
state databases. Interaction forces between the virtual probe,
representing the haptic device, and virtual objects are rendered
locally at each user. These forces are then displayed to the user
through the haptic device. The current haptic device positions
as well as the object states are transmitted at a high rate based
on each user’s area of interest. We use a simple sphere to
represent the AoI in our current prototype. More sophisticated
AoI descriptions for interest management in MMOGs are
proposed in the literature [14], which might be used to further
decrease the update rates in future work.

Figure 1b shows a detailed view of the high-rate intra-group
communication in our prototype. The inner grey circles around
the users A, B and C denote their Haptic AoIs. The selected
master user C receives A’s and B’s haptic device position
(the update packets are denoted as (A) and (B) in Figure 1b)
and simulates the object states accordingly. The latest state
is then sent back to the other group members according to
their respective AoIs. The high-rate update packets sent to user
A, for example, contain only the objects 1 and 3 as they are
located within his Haptic AoI. Additionally, C’s device state
is piggybacked and used as a visual reference at A to support
haptic collaboration between A and C. B’s device state is not
included in the high-rate updates sent from C to A, as A’s and
B’s Haptic AoIs do not intersect. Their Visual AoIs, however,
intersect and, thus, also B’s position and object 2’s state is
piggybacked occasionally to provide a visual reference at user
A. Thus, within a single group, the master user selectively
updates the other users’ object databases according to their
respective AoIs.
We use three levels of update rates based on AoIs to reduce
the packet rate. Thereby, a granularity between high-rate (intersecting Haptic AoIs), mid-rate (intersecting Visual AoIs) and
low-rate (inter-group communication) information exchange
can be achieved. In general, every traffic control mechanism
introduced in Section III can be used to further reduce the
packet rates in the dynamic client-server architectures. In our
prototype, however, we implement standard dead reckoning.
The performance of the proposed group management and
traffic control scheme regarding packet and bit-rate reduction
is evaluated in Section VI.
C. Inter-group communication
Low-rate state updates are transmitted between master
users of different groups in a P2P fashion to relay the complete
group’s state to other groups as depicted in Figure 1c. These
updates include the state of all simulated objects, as well as the
positions of all group members. Besides this, control messages
about object ownership changes are transmitted immediately to
other groups. Inter-group communication is generally handled
at a maximum rate of 1 update/s in our current implementation.
Only if two groups are close to each other and their Visual
AoIs intersect, the rate is increased to a maximum of 10
updates/s to provide a better visual reference. Obviously, the
fully-meshed communication between all current master users
leads to another bottleneck in the architecture. This burden
is alleviated compared to the high-rate communication necessary between collaborating users due to the proposed group
management, as inter-group communication not necessarily
needs to be kept at the highest rate. Overlay P2P architectures
proposed for MMOGs [14] might be adopted in the future to
improve organization and scalability of the inter-group P2P
communication.
V.

P ROTOTYPE

We implemented a distributed haptic application based on
Chai3D, an open source library for haptic rendering [18].
Within the environment, a grid of movable and touchable
virtual cubes is distributed on the ground. Each user’s viewport
is limited to a small fraction of the complete environment.
Users are able to roam in the VE with the help of the keyboard,

while they can use their haptic device (PHANToM Omni,
Sensable Technologies Corp) to manipulate and touch the
virtual cubes. Every user maintains a full copy of the virtual
environment, containing a database of all objects states and
other users’ position and velocity.
The communication architecture proposed in Section IV
is deployed on top of the basic haptic application to update
the distributed databases. UDP is used as transport layer
protocol to exchange information between users. Although
UDP is generally preferred in haptic applications due to the
smaller overhead and better real-time capabilities [19], control
messages for group maintenance should be sent reliable, by
using either TCP or using reliability control on top of UDP.
We use only UDP in our first prototype, as the evaluation
targets towards a proof-of-concept of the proposed underlying
communication architecture. It is subject of future work to
investigate our distributed application with a sophisticated
network simulation, including delay, jitter and packet-loss, to
improve the system’s resilience against these network impairments. In the current test bed, two machines, denoted as A
and B in the following, run the application and are connected
through a 1 Gbit/s switch.
High, mid and low update rates are set to 1000, 10 and 1
updates/s and are chosen according to the users’ AoIs. Dead
reckoning is used additionally to reduce the packet rates. Thus,
a new update packet is triggered only if the state error exceeds
a pre-defined threshold. Position and rotational thresholds were
chosen in pre-tests to allow satisfactory haptic interaction with
virtual objects. First order linear prediction is used between
state updates to extrapolate the object and device movement.
VI.

E VALUATION

We logged the packets transmitted during a test session
with an interaction between the users A and B to evaluate the
effect of the proposed architecture. The measured results are
shown in Fig. 2. Both users are separated in the beginning of
the session and do not form a group (phase 1, 0s ≤ t ≤ 10s).
Thus, they have ownership of objects around them and simulate
the object state locally. Afterwards, B moves towards A and
the inter-group communication is increased as soon as their
visual AoIs intersect (phase 2, 11s ≤ t ≤ 21s). At t = 22s
they are close enough to form a group and A is selected to
be the master user. After some collaborative interaction with
a shared object (phase 3, 23s ≤ t ≤ 62s), B moves again
away from A. The group is split (phase 4, 63s ≤ t ≤ 72s)
and inter-group communication is further reduced (phase 5,
73s ≤ t ≤ 80s).
Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b plot the update rates for the haptic
interface point (HIP), the haptic device representation in the
virtual world, sent to B, respectively A. The object state update
rates are plotted in Fig. 2c and Fig. 2d. The reduced update
rates due to the exploitation of the users’ AoIs are denoted by
the green bars in Fig. 2a-d. The yellow bars denote the update
rates if dead reckoning is applied on top. The resulting packet
rates and bit rates transmitted over the communication network
are shown in Fig. 2e and Fig. 2f.
Both users are separated during phase 1 and 5 and, thus,
inter-group communication is kept at the lowest rate for both
the HIP and the object state, resulting in only 1 packet/s
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transmitted in both directions. Occasionally, the packet rate
is slightly increased as user A and B trigger additional control
messages about object ownership changes which also include
the state of the affected objects (observable e.g. at time t = 5s
and t = 6s in Fig. 2c/e). Please note that both users are
transmitting object states until phase 3 as they form a singleuser group and simulate their owned objects’ state locally.
As soon as both users are closer to each other and their
visual AoIs intersect, the inter-group update rate increases to
10 updates/s for both HIP and object state. Again, a slight
increase in the number of object updates can be observed
due to the afore-mentioned control messages. Although dead
reckoning avoids the transmission of any updates if all objects
are stationary (e.g. in Fig. 2c, phase 2), the user’s movement
with the haptic device leads to update packets triggered to user
B, which include only A’s device position (compare Fig. 2e,
phase 2).
At time t = 22s A and B form a group and high-rate
information exchange is applied. Without dead reckoning, user
B would now transmit his device position at the full rate of
1000 packets/s (Fig. 2b, phase 3) as A needs his exact device
position for the physics simulation. The rendered object state
would be sent back to B at the full rate, too (Fig. 2c, phase

3). A’s device position is used at B just as a visual reference
and, thus, needs to be piggybacked only occasionally (Fig. 2a,
phase 3). The effect of dead reckoning is clearly evident during
phase 3 where the number of state updates/s to B (Fig. 2c)
and HIP updates/s to A (Fig. 2b) is reduced from 1000 to a
maximum of around 100. Please note that user B transmits
only HIP updates during phase 3 as he behaves like a client
in the Client-Server Architecture (Fig. 2d, phase 3).
HIP and object updates, if currently pending, are encapsulated in single UDP packets, resulting in the packet rates
shown in Fig. 2e and Fig. 2f. The bit rate depends, of course,
on the payload, which might vary from packet to packet. As
explained in Section IV, only states of objects lying in the
Haptic AoI are included in the high-rate update packets. Dead
reckoning additionally leads to the exemption of stationary or
predictable object states. During intra-group communication in
phase 3 user A demands a higher bit rate as B as he transmits
object states (represented by 112 bytes1 per object), while B
includes only his device state (48 bytes2 ) in his updates. In
phase 1 and 2, respectively 5 and 4, only about 1 kbit/s or 4
1 3 · 8 bytes each for object position and velocity vector, 4 · 8 bytes each
for rotation and rotational velocity quaternion
2 3 · 8 bytes each for device position and velocity vector

kbit/s are needed for the inter-group communication. During
collaborative interaction the bit rate increases to about 110
kbit/s for the master user A and 50 kbit/s for the user B.
VII.

C ONCLUSION

We propose a fully-distributed hybrid architecture, wherein
peers dynamically form communication groups based on their
proximity in the virtual world. Two different AoIs for haptic
and visual interaction are introduced to adaptively adjust the
update rates between peers.
A first prototype based on the proposed architecture is
implemented and evaluated in a two-user testbed. From the
measured resulting packet rates we conclude that the proposed
approach is promising to reduce the overall communication
load in a large SHVE. Without the exploitation of AoIs and
dead reckoning, 416 kbit/s would be needed per user to
transmit his HIP position (24 bytes) and 672 kbit/s to transmit
one object position/rotation (56 bytes) at the full rate of 1kHz,
including 28 bytes for IP and UDP headers. Peak rates of only
100 kbit/s for the master user respectively 50 kbit/s for the
other user are needed in our prototype during direct haptic
interaction. Otherwise, less than 5 kbit/s are needed. More
fine-grained update levels might be adopted in the future to
further reduce packet and bit rates.
The evaluation serves as a first proof-of-concept of our
work in progress as we used only two collaborating users.
A complete network simulation, emulating different network
impairments, together with a more realistic application needs
to be deployed to investigate group maintenance in more detail
and to further improve details of the proposed architecture.
For example, provisions to avoid conflicting object ownership
hand overs need to be considered. Automated dummy users
need to be developed for large scale evaluation of the proposed
architecture, as experiments with many real users are difficult
to realize.
The architecture proposed in this paper uses applicationlayer information to adopt the communication between users,
without taking the underlying communication network into
account. User experience can be improved if there is a bidirectional information exchange between the application and the
network about their current state. The network itself can try
to improve QoS conditions according to interaction within the
VE and, on the other hand, the distributed application can try
to adapt to the characteristics the network currently provides.
Note that recent advances in cloud computing infrastructure
might allow the usage of a centralized architecture for building
a large SHVE and to avoid the server to quickly become
a computational bottleneck [20]. The proposed decentralized
approach, however, is able to consider communication delay
between users in the process of selecting a master user, which
is a key factor for satisfactory haptic interaction between users.
Furthermore, even if the complete SHVE is simulated centrally,
dynamic group building and exploitation of different AoIs is
still necessary to reduce the overall communication load.
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